ABSTRACT

This demonstration session will discuss the role of supply-side management and demonstrate its use in a total enterprise simulation. The goals of this session are to present constraint modeling as a valid supply-side modeling technique in a total enterprise simulation. The simulation utilized seeks to model these techniques to more accurately simulate supply-side decisions made by managers of a small manufacturing firm. It is hoped that this session will help attendees assess the benefits and challenges associated with using a comprehensive total enterprise simulation.

SUPPLY-SIDE DECISIONS IN A TOTAL ENTERPRISE SIMULATION

Figure 1 provides a view of the important decision flows in a total enterprise simulation with focus on the decisions made by supply-side managers. Decisions about supply begin with the desires of the consumer as interpreted by Marketing. Once there is a determined demand, supply-side decision-making moves to answering the resource questions that begin to formulate the Production Plan. Key ingredients to the plan are the people, equipment and raw materials needed to support production. Finance must deliver the cash to purchase the equipment, supply the raw materials and support the rest of the operating budget. Human Resources and R & D contribute toward improving productivity that in turn affects costs and quality of produced goods. Scheduling the provided resources and managing inventories are the focuses of the Operations function.

SUPPLY-SIDE MODELING

In many business simulations, supply-side modeling
combines cost and production functions found in economic theory. These functions are analytic and include a limited number of variables. Factors affecting production are many and varying. This suggests a different approach to supply-side modeling. Perhaps a process of modeling that takes into account the many constraints inherent in such a system. Goldratt provides a philosophical underpinning for this approach as shown next.

“The Theory of Constraints (TOC) is a philosophy of management and improvement originally developed by Eliyahu M. Goldratt and introduced in his book, “The Goal”. It is based on the fact that, like a chain with its weakest link, in any complex system at any point in time, there is most often only one aspect of that system that is limiting its ability to achieve more of its goal. For that system to attain any significant improvement, that constraint must be identified and the whole system must be managed with it in mind.”

In supply-side modeling for production, some of the constraints described above would include cash, materials, machines and labor. Each of these constraints is constrained by a series of other constraints that precede the ones listed. Figure 2 provides a simple flowchart of some of the constraints in this hierarchy of supply-side decision-making. For example, production is dependent upon labor that in turn is influenced by their skills, attendance and productivity. Their productivity in turn is affected by their morale, which might be affected by their pay. In order to provide comprehensive supply-side modeling, each of these constraints must be modeled within the total enterprise simulation.

**SUPPLY-SIDE MODELING IN BUSSIM STRATEGY**

BusSim® Strategy is a total enterprise simulation that seeks to model both strategic and operational level decisions made in a small manufacturing firm. All four functional areas are modeled with equal complexity so as to provide a balanced assessment of each student’s contribution to the firm. It is the responsibility of the student teams to be sure that all resources and contingencies are part of their planning. This paper focuses on the supply-side decisions made by both the Human Resources and Operations functions. BusSim® Strategy utilizes a stochastic simulation model, recognizing that most business decision results can vary. Most other business simulations utilize a series of deterministic equations that do not account for uncertainty or randomness.
In this simulation, production is determined by scheduling the available resources. Production can only take place if the necessary resources are available. Some of the things that limit production are shown in Figure 3 below. For example, if raw materials do not arrive on time, production for all areas affected will shut down. If an operator is absent and not available for scheduling, production will be reduced. If breakdowns occur, production quantities will be reduced and sometimes fabricated parts will not be available for assembly. This simulation requires raw materials and fabricated parts are available before assembly operations can be completed. The coordination between the supply-side functions, operations and human resources, is a critical part of this simulation. If operators with the right skills are not employed, than production suffers.

Assembly line balancing is another important decision made by the Operations specialist. Since three products are produced and different skill levels and raw materials are required for each, it is important to schedule the right number of each at a time when it can be used. Cycle time is one of the important measures of operations success. Figure 4 displays an example operations report from the simulation. There are four sections to this report, each displaying an important area of operations responsibilities. Of particular interest are the shop summary and inventory summary. It is in these summaries that the bottlenecks from constraining resources can be found. For example, this report shows no ending inventory for tubing. This is the cause of less than 100% utilization in Framing.

In this paper I have tried to show the usefulness of using a constraints modeling approach to supply-side calculations. The benefits in a total enterprise simulation are a holistic view of manufacturing that incorporates randomness and uncertainty into the student experience.
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Figure 4 Sample Operations Report from BusSim® Strategy